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 (from the advanced level) 
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The text of the murli 
Side A 
 The class of 5.03.65 was discussed. The middle of the third page, meaning the middle of the 
third page in register number 12. The issue that was discussed was, ‘This world has to be destroyed. 
That is why the Father says “manmanabhav”. Merge you mind in me, meaning merge the thoughts 
of the mind. The Father’s thoughts should be the children’s thoughts. What will happen then? 
Whatever actions you will do, you will do them for the Father. Madhyajibhav – you will perform 
actions for me. What will happen then? You will keep forgetting this graveyard. Storms of Maya 
will come, but you must not fear. You must not perform wrong actions through the organs. Storms 
come when you forget the Father. On one side it is said, ‘When you are in the pilgrimage of 
remembrance, Maya interferes.’ Maya doesn’t interfere in knowledge. And what was said here? 
Storms come, when you forget the Father. So, first we forget the Father and then storms come. So, 
Maya shouldn’t interfere in yoga. It is the same. You are in the remembrance of the Father and 
some connection (yoga), it will be said ‘bad connection’ (kuyog) of the previous births emerged. 
The soul with which you have a connection from the previous births came and interfered. Then, the 
connection of the intellect with the Father breaks. The Father has been forgotten and exchange with 
that soul starts. So, Maya interferes. Or it will be said that the love for the father breaks and then 
Maya interferes. How can any other interfere in between if you have full love for the Father? 
Certainly there is something weak in our love. For example, two lovers meet and the third party 
comes. They won’t like it. They will want to chase the other one away. They won’t give him a 
chance. In the same way, how does any third one come, when we are sitting in the remembrance of 
the Father? If he came, it proves that there is more love for him. So, the Father says, ‘Storms come, 
when you forget the Father. This pilgrimage of remembrance takes place once. Those pilgrimages 
take place once, twice, thrice, four time. They take place again and again. You have been doing this 
birth after birth. This spiritual pilgrimage takes place only once. It is because that one is the 
pilgrimage in the Land of Death. Birth and death, birth and death – the cycle of this keeps rotating. 
This is the pilgrimage of the Land of Immortality, because the Father, the Lord of Immortality 
comes himself and teaches this pilgrimage. The unshakable faith should arise once and there won’t 
be the need any more to fall in doubts. So, now the Father says, ‘Don’t remember any bodily 
being.’ What happens by remembering the bodily beings? The bodily beings are residents of the 
land of death. All of them. So, regarding all the bodily beings, what is their destiny due to being 
residents of the Land of Death. They die. So, what will be our destiny when we remember them. 
What will be the result? We will die too. It means we will fall in doubts. If we remember that 
incorporeal one (videhi), the one who doesn’t have his body, no matter he comes in the body…That 
body is not to die in this Land of Death. It will go beyond the Land of Death. [People] say, don’t 
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they, ‘Take my boat across.’ If we remember the incorporeal one who has taken a boat like this, 
what will be our result? We won’t achieve the Land of Death either. Out intellect won’t become 
unfaithful, because the influence depends on the company. There are many stars. Some stars 
become very unstable. They make a long tour of memories. They come in contacts with many stars. 
Some stars make a short tour. They come in contacts with few stars. Some star is immovable. All 
rotate round that star, but it doesn’t go round any. Which star? The Northern Star (Druvtara) [lit. 
Firm Star]. The Father comes and enters the Northern Star. If we are in the company of this Father, 
what will be our stage like? Hm? We will be in the stage of being immovable. We will go beyond 
the cycle of birth and death. Our death in the form of unfaith won’t take place. This is our 
pilgrimage to the land of immortality. It takes place only once. It is not that this pilgrimage has to 
be done again and again. Do not remember any bodily being.  
 How many telegrams do the children send on Shivjayanti? Hm? Shivjayanti  is celebrated 
every year. When a child is born, [people] send a telegram ‘A child was born’. When [someone’s] 
death takes place, they also send a telegram. They send a telegram, ‘He died.’ So, will jayanti 

[birth] take place once or will it take place again and again? Baba is asking a question. How many 
telegrams do the children send on Shivjayanti? Does Shiva’s birthday take place every year? 
Should Shiva’s birthday take place every year? When something like this happens suddenly, a 
telegram about it is sent. A child was born, so they are happy. They may send a telegram. 
Shivajayanti means that Shiva’s birthday took place, meaning Shiva was revealed. So, the children 
send a telegram about this. So, how many telegrams about Shivjayanti do they send? The Father 
says, Tat tvam’ [the same applies to you]. What applies to you? Tat means ‘that’, tvam means ‘you, 
be’. Be what? The telegram about Shivjayanti was sent, Shiva was born. What does it mean that 
Shiva was born?  Tat tvam – are we also Shiva? Hm? No, we are not. Shiva is the name of the point 
of light. There is no question of a birth of a point of light. Shivjatanti that is celebrated means that 
the point of light is revealed through the body in the world or in the world of the Brahmins. It is a 
memorial of this. What? Shivjayanti. There is no question of celebrating it every year. There is no 
question of sending telegrams every year. What does tat tvam mean? You are not Shiva. What are 
you? The position that the one who Shiva entered and through whom he was revealed receives is 
also tat tvam -  you also receive that position. He becomes Narayan from a man and you too, 
become  like Narayan from a man. That is why it was said tat tvam. The Father congratulates you 
children. When? [Students are saying something.] No. Tat tvam. When you achieve that stage, 
when your remembrance becomes stable like this…. Remembrance stable like what? Like in the 
case of the soul that becomes Narayan; its remembrance is unshakable, ‘I am that and that star. I 
have that and that role. I am that and that soul playing a special role on the stage in the form of the 
world.’ You also become the ones who have unshakable remembrance like this, the intellect that 
has an unshakeable faith like this. So, the Father congratulates you too. When does he 
congratulate? [Students are saying something.] Let your part be also revealed. Let your soul be also 
revealed in the world. First, it should be revealed for itself, then it should be revealed in the world 
of the Brahmins, then it should be revealed in the entire world. Because every soul has to be 
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revealed before all in this stage in the form of the world. Every soul contains its world. Every soul 
has to be revealed in its world. So, in the reality, you should receive congratulations, because you 
become deities from human beings. I do not become this. Congratulations because of what? There 
are congratulations when some good transformation takes place? I am only a point. I was a point, I 
am a point and I will remain only a point. What congratulations will you give me? Actually, who 
should receive congratulations? You children. Why? Because you become high from the ones who 
are low; you become pure from the one who are impure; you become deities from humans. So, 
actually you should receive congratulations. You should receive congratulations that you become 
deities from humans. The one who will pass with honours, he will receive more marks and a better 
number. There are very few of those who pass with honours. The Father congratulates you. When 
does he congratulate you? When you become free from Ravan’s chains, the Father congratulates 
you. Just like when someone comes out free from jail, he receives congratulations. Kilm was also 
liberated from jail. There was happiness.  
 All souls are moths. Threads of all are in the Father’s hand. He will take all. What kind of 
view is this? There is a moth. It has threads. Have you seen a moth? It has threads in the tail. Your 
threads are in the Father’s hand. All souls are moths. How many kinds of moths were mentioned? 
There were three kinds of them mentioned. Moths of one type go round again and again. They 
come, they recognize, they go round and go away. Later, they come again, they go around again, 
they get burnt a bit, there is a blast and they run away. Their circle of coming and going continues. 
They are called ‘moths that go round’. The same takes place among the Brahmin souls. Some make 
bigger circles, some smaller circles, some are finished by going round in circles, yet they can’t 
belong to the Father. They can’t offer themselves completely. So, this is the second category [of 
moths]. What is the third category? They come, go round once and leave. They never come back 
again. They are the third class. They will come, when the Father is revealed in the entire world; 
when the beads of the mala are revealed. There is no benefit of coming at that time. Which moths 
are of the fist class? They are powerful. Which ones? The immediate sacrifice is a great benefit. 
They came and sacrificed themselves. They didn’t take care whether their parts will be burnt or 
remain, whether they will die or will be saved. Because the moths of love don’t take care of death. 
Arey! Body consciousness will burn, won’t it? When a moth is sacrificed, body consciousness in 
the body will certainly burn. How will the moth be sacrificed without burning? So, it was said, ‘All 
the souls are various types of  moths. It was said that there were three types of moths. Threads of all 
are in the Father’s hand. ‘Thread’ means ‘the line of remembrance’. Everyone’s line of 
remembrance is in the Father’s hand. So, is it a fault of the moths? If everyone’s line of 
remembrance is in the Father’s hand, what is the fault of the moths that [some]  have become those 
who fly around, or that [some] haven’t become the ones who sacrifice themselves before the time 
[comes], or that [some] have become those who sacrifice themselves; how did they become this so 
quickly? If everyone’s thread is in the Father’s hand, they will behave according to how the Father 
will move the thread, won’t they? [A student is saying something.] Everyone’s thread is in the 
Father’s hand, but someone’s thread, the line of remembrance is such that they take it from the 
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Father’s hand and give it to someone else’s hand. Finally, everyone’s thread, everyone’s lime of 
remembrance will come to the Father’s hand. What will the Father do about it? If they take the line 
of remembrance from the Father’s hand and give it to remembering someone else, the Father can’t 
do anything. The soul will reach and go round the one whose remembrance it has reached. So, 
everyone’s line of remembrance is in the Father’s hand, sooner or later. However, there is a 
difference. When will all [threads] be in the [Father’s] hand? When everyone’s thread will be in the 
Father’s hand? At the end. When all the souls go to the Supreme Abode, they will become 
experienced. At the final time no one in this world will be useful. A father won’t be a father 
anymore, a child won’t be a child anymore, a  husband won’t be a husband anymore, a wife won’t 
be a wife anymore. No one will remain together with anyone. Such a horror of destruction will raise 
in which everyone will take care only of himself. The elevated souls will take support in the Father; 
one Father and no one else. So, at the end, all the souls will have this faith, they will have this 
unbroken faith that there is no one apart from one Father who will maintain their thread. Then, all 
souls will give their threads in the hand of One and the Father will take everyone to the Supreme 
Abode. So, that Father will take everyone to the Supreme Abode; he is the Giver of the true 
liberation to all. But what is the difference? We should become carefree, since he is the Giver of the 
true liberation to all. He will bring about the true liberation of all anyway, so the thread will have to 
come in his hand anyway. So, we should become carefree. What should we care about? [Students 
are saying something.] Yes, if you give the threat in his hand earlier, it becomes ‘immediate 
sacrifice brings about a great benefit’. What does it mean? If we surrender ourselves first, if we 
surrender our intellect first, as the result of this we will become entitled to go to the Supreme Abode 
first. Otherwise? All souls will go there, but [they will be] number wise, according to their spiritual 
efforts. So, he is the Giver of the true liberation to all. Among 5 billions souls there won’t be even 
one left whose true liberation wouldn’t take place. Sadgati [the true liberation]. What does sadgati 

mean? The true motion. What is the true motion? One thing is motion (gati). Gati means liberation 
(mukti); becoming free from the sorrows of this world. So, the soul becomes liberated, when the 
body is left, when the bondage of the body is left. Just like the souls of Abraham. Buddha, Christ 
receive liberation, but they don’t receive the true liberation (sadgati). What kind of sadgati? The 
true liberation that the deities in the Golden and Silver Ages receive. Those ones don’t receive the 
true liberation, the true liberation for a long time. What kind of true liberation they receive? For a 
short time. The souls like Abraham, Buddha, Christ come down from the Supreme Abode and 
receive the true liberation for one birth. Apart from this, in their next birth they have to be born 
from the womb. In the Copper and Iron Age, there is the jail of the womb; [the soul] experiences 
sorrow. So, receiving the true liberation like the deities is not the jail of the womb. It is called the 
palace of the womb. And it is not only for one birth. It is the palace of the womb for many births. 
The souls coming down since the Copper Age, experience the true liberation for a short time. 
According to the time there is a difference in it. Those who will experience their true liberation in 
the beginning of the Copper Age and those who will experience their true liberation in the end of 
the Iron Age… The true liberation of one birth; those souls enter the body and through the body 
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they enter they will experience happiness, they won’t experience sorrow. Just like Christ entered 
[Jesus’ body]. The soul of Christ comes from above and experienced happiness, but who 
experienced the sorrow of crucifying? Jesus did. It was Jesus’ body. The true liberation of the souls 
coming in the Copper Age, their stage of the true liberation and the stage of the true liberation in the 
case of the souls coming in the Iron Age… who among them will experience more happiness? The 
ones who will come in the Copper Age will experience more happiness. The ones who will come in 
the Iron Age will experience happiness for a shorter time. So, there is a difference also in the true 
liberation. All among 5 billions souls experience the true liberation – the true motion. The true 
liberation means experiencing happiness and not experiencing sorrow while living in the body. So, 
there will be three kinds of the true liberation in total, all together. Generally there are three kinds 
of the true liberation. One kind of the true liberation is of those souls that after making spiritual 
efforts experience happiness through this body in this birth and don’t experience sorrow. They 
create that stage of their mind that they don’t experience sorrow of the body. So, this is the true 
liberation of those soul that in the Confluence Age itself, while living in their body make this body 
into the golden one (kancan kaya). They won’t receive the true liberation only in the future birth, 
but in this birth, through spiritual efforts they transform this body through which they make 
spiritual efforts; they transform their mind, they transform their body and receive the true 
liberation. This is number one true liberation. The second number [is received] by what kind of 
souls? The souls like Radha and Krishna who will be born in the Golden Age and experience the 
true liberation in their next birth, but they cannot experience the true liberation in this Brahmin life, 
through their body, through which they make spiritual efforts. So, this is the second class true 
liberation. It is also elevated. It is also the true liberation for many births in which they will 
experience happiness being in the body, in many births through many bodies, and they will not 
experience sorrow. And the third true liberation is when the souls come from above, from the 
Supreme Abode, in the Copper Age, and after coming they experience the true liberation for one 
birth; they experience happiness while living in the body; they don’t experience sorrow. This is the 
third class true liberation. So, all will receive the true liberation. Among 5 billions souls there won’t 
be even one left that wouldn’t achieve the true liberation to a certain extend. But what is the 
difference? There is the difference in what? What is the difference? There is the difference in 
remembrance. What is the difference in remembrance? Why are those ones of the first class, why 
those ones of the second class and why those ones of the third class. What kind of remembrance did 
they practice? Why was that difference in remembrance? [A student is saying something about the 
constant remembrance.] Yes, why didn’t they practice the constant remembrance? [Students: The 
intellect wanders around.] Yes, when it was said about the thread, about the moths… The ones who 
after recognising the Father, the ones who after recognising his part in practice and the ones who 
after recognising the Father’s part in practice gave their thread in that birth to the Father, receive 
the true liberation in this birth through this body. The souls that while living in the body didn’t 
recognise the true part of the Father, the Father who gives the inheritance, but they recognised him 
after leaving the body and entering the others, don’t receive the first class true liberation. The third 
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ones are those who neither recognised him while living in this body, nor did they belong to the 
Father. They didn’t give their thread, the thread of remembrance, the thread of love in his hand. 
And even after leaving the body and taking on the subtle body, they didn’t give the thread of love in 
his hand. Because the soul after taking on the subtle body is also on the path ‘the final thought leads 
to the destination’. If someone has to receive a subtle body at the time of death, his desires at the 
time of death will be fulfilled through the subtle body. Otherwise, they won’t be fulfilled. Just like 
Brahma and Saraswati. They left their bodies, but at the time of leaving bodies they had one 
intention inside. What? ‘I will go to paradise. I will construct the new world.’ This is ‘the final 
thought leads to the destination’. It means that they had to do the same task through the subtle body, 
because that affection sit in [their] mind and intellect. And the third kind are those souls that don’t 
believe in this world of paradise. [They don’t believe] in the world where the conception of 
children doesn’t take place through the low organs (bhrasht indriyan). 

 

Side B 
The morning class of [xxx unclear recording] Page 60, in register number 12. There is the song, 
‘How can storms and hurricanes stop the one whose companion is God.’ The storms and hurricanes 
of Maya can’t stop him. Who? The one whose companion is God himself; [the one whose] helper is 
God. This is a song created by humans. However, the ones who created them didn’t know their 
meaning; [they didn’t know] how God comes and becomes a companion and whose companion he 
becomes. He becomes the companion of 5 billions, because he will take 5 billions with him. 
And…? What is the difference? He will take everyone with him. He is the companion of all. But 
when storms and hurricanes come at the time of the doomsday, the ones over whom the Supreme 
Soul’s canopy remains at that time are special souls. He won’t extend his canopy over all. Why?  
Because what will be the specialty of the first class children, 450 000, the ones who have to achieve 
the true liberation through this body. In order to protect their bodies, God who they received as the 
Companion will protect them at every step. He won’t let your body be hurt. He comes as such a 
Companion. No matter how many storms and hurricanes may come, not matter whether they are 
attacks of nature or the attacks of Maya, God the Father certainly become a helper of those 
children. So, the people of the world don’t know this. [They don’t know] when God comes, when 
he becomes a companion, what kind of storms there are. Devotees sing songs and hymns, they 
praise him, but they don’t know anything about whose praise it is and what time is praised. 
However, we children know that in scriptures there are songs and praise of the time when the 
Father came in the Confluence Age. The Father knows that these are his children. The children 
know that this is their Baba. Now, it is about the unlimited. Nevertheless, all remember the 
unlimited Father.  Although there are children who know him, all remember him. Among 5 billions 
human souls there is not even one soul that wouldn’t remember that unlimited Father. How many 
are there unlimited fathers? Hm? [Students are saying something.] One? Is there one unlimited 
father? So, you have forgotten the entire advanced knowledge. There are two souls. One is Shiva 
point of light. He is the father of the souls. Because there are unlimited souls, not only human souls. 
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Germs, insects, animals, birds – all are souls. He is the father of all of them. And, the other is the 
father of the human corporeal world. He is the father of 5 billions human souls. Because the 
transformation of the germs, insects, animals, birds takes place on the basis of the human 
[transformation]. It is not that the transformation of germs, insects, animals and birds will take 
place first and the transformation of humans will take place later on. It cannot be like this. The 
germs, insects, animals and birds exists on the basis of the humans’ [existence]. The basis of the 
human transformation, its foundation is [the transformation of] the seed. The father, Prajapita,  is 
the seed of humanity and Shiva is the father of Prajapita. It is said that God is one and God’s child 
is also one. The entire work is completed on the basis of the eldest son. [A student is asking 
something.] They will believe at the end. They don’t believe know. The Christians don’t believe; 
the followers of the other religions don’t believe. Do the followers of the other religions believe in 
the corporeal one? No one believes. But at the end? At the end when atom bombs explode and all 
around death is be seen, all will be scared to death. All will remember God the Father. Some will 
read [about him] in newspapers and remember him, some will see [him] in TV and remember, 
some will hear in the radio and remember the voice, what he speaks, what he talks about. Some will 
celebrate the meeting face to face and remember him. So, at the end all will remember. Everyone 
has to have faith. Why? Look with attention at the picture of the Tree. When all the souls are going 
above, they are going with whom? Shiva is above and below there is the image of Shankar. It 
proves that incorporeal father will not take anyone directly. He comes in that corporeal father and 
threads of love will be connected with him. The true love can be only for the corporeal one. The 
true love that would be called ‘continuous remembrance’ or ‘easy remembrance’ cannot be for the 
incorporeal one. The remembrance of the point is artificial. You have to remember it by force. Sit 
down, bend you hands and legs like hatha yogis and remember. It cannot be that someone would be 
able to remember a point of light continuously, that he would be able to remember it all the time. It 
cannot be the constant remembrance. There is only one who becomes perfect in remembering that 
father [i.e. the incorporeal point] continuously. The other souls cannot remember him 
continuously. It means that there is no other medium between Shiva point of light and Prajapita. In 
the case of all the other human souls, all are finally defeated and have to have a medium. No human 
soul can experience liberation and the true liberation (gati sadgati)  without a medium. So, now it is 
about the unlimited. Nevertheless, all remember the unlimited father. They keep remembering him 
up till now. They say to God, ‘O Baba!. The name of this one/ these ones is ShivBaba. ’ Why didn’t 
he say, ‘My name is ShivBaba’? Hm? The one who speaks is the soul of Shiva point of light.  Is the 
soul who speaks Shiva Bap [Father Shiva] or is he Shiva Baba [grandfather Shiva]? He is only the 
father of the souls. He is not ‘Baba’, meaning ‘grand father’. All the relationships in the world are 
created [with him] when he enters the body. [He becomes] the one with whom all the relationships 
are created (sarvsanbandhi). One relationship is forever – the soul and the father of the souls. The 
mutual relationship ‘brother-sister’ cannot be created there. What are all the souls mutually? They 
are [mutually] brothers. ShivBaba is just like we souls are. Who ShivBaba? Just like… He was 
compared with whom? Just like… zodiacs? ShivBaba is just like we souls are. Like what?  Shiva 
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point of light doesn’t enter the cycle of birth and death. He doesn’t have his body. He doesn’t 
become bound in the bondage of action. He doesn’t play the all round part. So how can ShivBaba 
be like us souls. With whom was he compared? [Students are saying something.] Was he compared 
with Brahma? The intellect wanders and reaches there again. Did Shiva entered directly Brahma 
first or is there any corporeal creator of Brahma too? Partially the advanced knowledge sat  in the 
intellect and partially it didn’t. Is there any creator of Brahma or is Brahma himself the creator? He 
also has his creator in a corporeal form. Who is that? Prajapita, at the beginning of the yagya. It was 
said in the Avyakt Vani, ‘Where was this chariot found? In the West Bengal.’ Not in the Sindh 
Hyderabad. There is only one soul whose chariot is the appointed/permanent chariot (mukarrar 

rath), since the beginning till the end. It is the soul of Prajapita. He is at the beginning and at the 
end. Apart from this, the temporary one is in between. It is temporary, for some time. So, ShivBaba 
is just like we souls are. That one is the Supreme Soul (Paramatma), the one called ‘supreme’. 
What kind of soul is it? Paramatma. Param means pare te pare [the most beyond]; no other souls 
is more beyond that it. What? Pare means ‘cross’. For example, the earth is round, isn’t it? Humans 
are living all around on the round earth. Humans are living on it. And their souls will go to the 
Supreme Abode (Paramdham). The souls going to the Supreme Abode will go beyond the five 
elements, they will go beyond the element of space, they will go beyond the subtle world and go to 
the Supreme Abode. The Supreme Abode is limitless; it has no limits. There are limits of the Sun. 
Moon, stars, because they are in the world of the five elements. However, over there, there are no 
limits. In that limitless Supreme Abode that is spreads all around the earth and space, the Supreme 
Soul Shiva point of light sits [in such a position] that he ‘surrounds’ all the souls from all around, 
meaning he is the most beyond. He is beyond all. There won’t by any human soul that he wouldn’t 
be beyond it. All the others are within the circle marked by him (paridhi lit. boundary, periphery). 
After him there is Prajapita among the human souls. He is the only soul that can’t go beyond the 
father who is most beyond, but he takes into his circle all the souls of the animals, birds, insects, 
germs, humans. He ‘surrounds’ them. Why was it said that he takes them into his circle. Paridhi 
means what? The entire circle like this is called ‘paridhi’. Why was it said like this? It was said 
paridhi, because the earth is round. Humans are all around on the round earth. Humans can go even 
on the North Pole and South Pole. They live there. They may leave their body at that time. At the 
time the souls go back to the Supreme Abode, there will be humans all over the earth. They will 
have it in their intellect, ‘We souls live in the Supreme Abode that is beyond space and beyond the 
subtle world.’ So, where is the Supreme Abode from the point of view of the round earth? Is it in 
this direction, in this direction, in this direction or in this direction? Where is it? All around. The 
Supreme Abode is all around. Is the place of the Supreme Abode a narrow place bound within 
limits? No, it isn’t. There won’t be a gathering of souls on one side. The sharper and more powerful 
will souls be, based on their intellects, they higher place in the Supreme Abode they will reach and 
remain [in the position where] they will ‘surround’ the greater circle. It means that the 5 billionth 
human soul will be ‘surrounded’ by all the other human souls that will  higher than the 5 billionth 
one. And the first human soul among 5 billions human souls, the soul of Prajapita, will remain [in 
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the position where] it will surround 5 billions souls. It will have supremacy over them. It will also 
have supremacy over them in playing the role. That soul cannot be suppressed by anyone. For 
example, in the world of the Brahmins some didis, dadis or dadas may think, ‘We will control 108 
souls’. Those 108 souls, the 8 souls are the chosen ones from the entire world. Apart from one 
Supreme Father Supreme Soul, no didi, dadi, dada can control them. At the beginning of the yagya 
the souls like Brahma and Saraswati couldn’t control Prajapita who is on the top of the 108 souls. 
The souls like Prajapita or the souls that are to become Vishnu are controllers of all. So, in the 
world of the Brahmins, this issue is revealed that the sharper intellect the soul has, the more 
powerful it will be. Yes, they will be number wise. Some of them will also have the heart, feelings 
along with the sharpness of the intellect. These souls will be on the right side. The ones who have 
more intellect and less feeling will be on the left side. There is a difference between the right and 
the left side. Apart from this, the ones who have a great intellect, powerful intellect will remain [in 
the position where] they ‘surround’ the greater circle. The more powerful souls are, the more souls 
will they control in the world. It is not only the question of the Confluence Age. It is the same in 
many births. In many births no lower soul can go above the one who is higher. That is why Baba 
says, ‘This is you spiritual military’. What is in the military? Can any soldier go above the highest 
one, general in chief, the marshal? Can he refuse him? Even if he does, what will be the result? He 
will be shot. In the same way, there are ranks of the souls. There are positions. Some have a higher 
position, some have a lower position. Just like the positions in the mala. There are numbers. Some 
is bead number one, some is bead number two. In the same way all the 5 billions souls will sit in 
their positions. According to the position someone will have, he will control those who will be 
lower than him, in the world, in many births, but he won’t be able to control the one who is greater 
than him. So, look the Supreme Soul comes in the Confluence Age and enables a great 
achievement. What is the basis of this achievement? Hm? Love. Affection. Love itself is called 
remembrance. If there is no love, there can’t be the true remembrance. Love itself is called 
affection. Love and affection become the basis of remembrance. So, that is Paramatma that is 
called ‘supreme’. He is ‘supreme’; he remains [in the position where] he ‘surrounds’ all. We are his 
children. He is called the Supreme Soul. So, where is his place of living? Hm? It was said that he is 
beyond the world of the sun, moon, stars. It wasn’t said ‘above’. [People] on the path of devotion 
point at above. Guru Nanak used to point above. Where is the Supreme Soul? Above. Actually, it is 
not about above, below. Wherever there is the world of the sun, moon, stars… Space is all around 
the earth. The Supreme Soul (Paramatma) lives beyond all the souls, beyond the limit of space, in 
the Supreme Abode, where souls are gathered; it ‘surrounds’ them all around. The soul-point is not 
any physical thing that can be put in a certain place. When the soul becomes powerful, its stage 
becomes like this; the complete stage. When the soul becomes weak after coming to this world, it 
become bound in the body and plays the role. When it goes beyond the bondage of the body, it 
plays a role like this. You know that all the souls live in the Supreme Abode. The souls are also 
actors. You know that the actors in the drama are number wise. There are highest actors and there 
are actors playing minor roles. They receive incomes according to their roles. It was about the 
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world. What kind of income is received here? Hm? The soul which ‘surround’ a small number of 
souls and the soul that will remain in the circle ‘surrounding’ all the souls… Will there be a 
difference in the income or not? There will certainly be a difference in the income. The one who 
‘surround’ fewer [souls], will receive lower income, because he made a smaller circle. He has 
connections with fewer souls after coming in the stage. The one who has connections with many 
souls… The ones whose intellect is connected with 5 billions souls has a bog world, doesn’t he? 
For example, it was said in the Avyakt Vani, ‘Every star contains its own world.’ Everyone has his 
own world. Someone has a small world and someone has a big world. And some has such a world 
that there cannot be a soul outside his world. So, who will have the greatest income? The one who 
‘surrounds’ in his circle the entire world, has the greatest income. Why are the higher and lower 
incomes? For example, [people] go to watch a film. They know, ‘This is a big actor, this is a minor 
actor; these are the hero and heroine. This one has an ordinary role, this one has a big role.’ So what 
is the difference in incomes? Is there any difference or not? The greater someone’s role is, the 
better someone’s  role is, they receive a big income. Here, it is the same. What income is received 
here? [Students are saying something.] All right, the income is received based on remembrance, 
but what is the income that is received. The first income is the knowledge received directly from 
God. However, knowledge is a medium. [Actually], it is not income itself. It is the means to receive 
the income. For example, someone is given money, very often he receives a draft. What? The 
knowledge that the Supreme Soul Shiva narrates becomes a kind of draft. Someone has more 
money in the form of jewels of knowledge  and someone received a draft of fewer jewels of 
knowledge. However, what is the true reward? [Students are saying something.] Remembrance is 
not any reward. [Students are saying something.] Yes, every soul receive the [xxx unclear word] of 
the kingdom. They will have their kingdom in their world. Some will have a kingdom of 5 billions 
and some other will have a smaller one. So, there will also be a soul, a human soul that [will have a 
kingdom of] 2 billions souls like germs and insects, like mosquitoes that come at the end. The 
population was said to be 6-7 billions. It will rule over them. It won’t be able to rule over the others. 
And among them too, there will be some soul that will be able to rule only over itself. No one will 
be in his circle. It is the last soul. The last human soul will be in the Rudra Mala closest to the 
Supreme Soul Father. Why will it be the closest? Just like the father is beyond the cycle of birth and 
death, in the same way that soul… It will enter the cycle, but its cycle will be so small that it is the 
same whether it is or not. It comes and at the same time goes back to the father in the Supreme 
Abode. So, it is the closets one [to Father Shiva]. It is on the left side and that one is on the right 
side. Who? Prajapita.  
 So, it was said, ‘Everyone receives income depending on his role.’ [xxxx a part of recording 
is missing] The more [souls] someone sustains, the more income does he receive. All the souls 
living there are actors. Where do they remain? There means where? In the Supreme Abode.  
However, it was said in some class (vani), ‘You children will bring the Supreme Abode down to 
this world.’ So, certainly, there will be some place in the corporeal world, whose name will be so 
famous in the world that at the time of the doomsday everyone’s intellect will go there. It will go 
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where? Where the seed souls will have their gathering there. The earth of tapasyai (tapasya bhumi). 

What is the memorial of it? What is the memorial of the tapasya bhumi? The Dilwara Temple. All 
will sit in tapasya there. Everyone’s intellect, the intellects of [the people] of the entire world  will 
be connected with that place. Where will the 5 billions souls in the form of the mind and intellect be 
gathered? Will they be first gathered in the corporeal Supreme Abode or will they go there first? 
The corporeal Supreme Abode will be famous in the entire world. No matter someone won’t reach 
there through the body, [they will reach] by remembrance through the mind and intellect. Because 
pictures will spread in all places, through TV images will reach every place. They will reach each 
place through newspapers. All right, they may not reach [some places] through TV or 
newspapers… At least they [will reach] them through remembrance. It will reach everyone’s ears 
that world is like this and this. So, everyone’s line of remembrance will be connected to that place. 
That is why it was said, ‘The vibrations of Madhuban spread all around.’ Those who are residents 
of Madhuban have a lot of responsibility. In what? In creating or destroying vibrations. If they have 
a thought against the Father, if they have thoughts against the Father’s thoughts, will vibration be 
destroyed? Will there be a clash? There will a clash, so vibration will break. When vibrations in 
Madhuban break, this will exert an influence on the outside world. The vibrations there will break 
too. When vibrations break, the pilgrimage of remembrance breaks. For example, [people] talk 
over the phone. They are connected by the phone and something disturbs them, disconnects them, 
so they can’t talk. The connection is broken. The souls that destroy vibrations make efforts in 
breaking the remembrance of the Father. Because of breaking vibrations, the intellects of the other 
souls having a connection link of the intellect, won’t be able to connect. They will be troubled. 
They will experience difficulties. It is as if those souls become like obstacles standing in the path to 
God. The wall of obstacles. Just like Baba says, ‘The intellect like a wall’. ‘Wall’ means what? Bhit. 

A wall. What is called the one who stands in the path of spiritual efforts like walls. Bhit. What does 
it mean? ‘Wall’. Which wall is the biggest? One wall is the biggest in the world. It is very famous. 
Hm? The Chinese Wall. There is no bigger wall in the world. It is very wide and thousands miles 
long. [A student is asking about something.] It is, but it is a wall, isn’t it? It 2500 years passed. It is 
a wall, isn’t it? It is a lie that it is 2500 years old. You  must have heard it from someone. 
                                                 
i Tapasya – the intensive practice of soul consciousness.  
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
This text is a  draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval. 


